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NERON FUNCTIONS ON PROJECTIVE CURVES

Hyunjoo Choi* and Youngsun Jun**

1. Introduction

Weil in 1928 proved Poincare5s conjecture in higher dimension, and 
also-dealt with abelian varieties over abitrary number fields. The ex
tension to number fields and abelian varieties affered serious problems, 
because at that time among other things, it was not clear how to es
timate the size of a point. Thus Siegl defined technically by a notion 
called height to define the size in a fairly general context, involving 
several variables and more general domains than the integer or rational 
numbers. The concept of the height is the basic instrument in number 
-theoretical procedures of “counting* and “des ent” of solutions. The 
hight is utilizedin the proofs of theorems of Mordell-Weil and Siegel. 
On the other hand, Neron, in his original construction of the canon
ical height, proceed by constructing a local height pairing, or Neron 
pairing fb호 each absolute value v G and then he formed the global 
canonical height by^taking the sum of thw local heights. The theory of 
local height function is important in the study of the the more delicate 
properties of the canonical height, and gives the natural tool to express 
result융 in Diophantine approximations. These functions are intersec
tion multiplicities at the finite place and essentially Green's functions 
in one form or another at the infinite v.

In this thesis we will show that the Weil functions on any projective 
curve C associated with a divisor of degree zero whose supports are 
disjoint from the singular points are also normalized, that is they are 
uniquely determined up to constant functions. Again such functions 
are called Neron functions. Having normalized the Neron functions up 
to constants, we can get rid of these constants if we evaluate these 
functions by additivity on zero-cycles of degree zero on C. We then 
obtain a bilinear pairing between zero cycles of degree zero on C whose
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supports are disjoint from the singular points and zero cycles of degree 
zero on C. In this thesis, K is a field with a proper set of absolute values 
K・ We define

u(a) = —log^t, for a E K,

If x = (xi,.・・舛、)is a finite family of elements of K, we denote

\x\u = ma이:이〃 〃(£)= 一」쎄꾀" =

We agree z/(0) = oo.

2. Weil functions on a projective varieties.

Let D be a Cartier divisor on V. By a Weil function associated with 
D we mean a function

Ap： V(Fa) — supp(D) —> R

having the following property. If D is represented by a pair (U)f), the교 
there exists a locally bounded continuous function

a: U x M R

such that for P € 17 — supp(P), we have

Ad(P,，)= 〃。f(P) + a(P, 〃).

The continuity of a is i/-continnity, not Zariski topology continuity. 
A rational function f on V defines a Cartier divisor which is called 
principal. Therefore the function

Ay : V — supp(/) —> R

defined by
AKP, 1/) = 1/of (P)

is a Weil function whose Cartier divisor is represented by f everywhere.
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On a projective 지arie切 V, for each Cartier divisor D on V, there 
exists a Weil function A associated with D. The association D > Ap 
is a homomorphism of

Cartier divisors on V —> Weil functions on V/O(l).

Weil functions behave functorially in the following sense. Let f : X’t 
X be a morphism defined over F> and let P be a Cartier divisor on X. 
Assume/(X/) is not contained in the support of D、then Ap o / is a 
Weil function on X’ associated with f*D. Therefore we have

A/*o = XDo f + 0(1).

Furthermore, if D is a positive Cartier divisor, then the Weil function 
人D can be extended to all of V by defining Af)(z) = oo at points in 
the support of D. Therefore we have : if A is a weil function on a 
projective variety whose Cartier divisor is positive, then there exists an 
Mk constant function 7 such that

A(P, ” > 沦)

吳 all points of V x M.

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let V — P1 and let D = (00) be the point at infinity. 
Then

A(z) = max(0^log\z[)

is the Weil function associated with D.

DEFINITION. Let V be a variety defined over a field F with a proper 
set of absolute values satisfying the product formula, and let A be a Weil 
function on V and let (A) be the Cartier divisor associated with the Weil 
function A. For P C V(Fa)~ supp((A)), we define the associated height

hx(p) = \kTf\ £ 財아2)

for any 6nite extension K of F over which P is rarional.
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REMARK2.2. (1) If two Weil functions A, A7 are linearly equivalent, 
that is there exists f E K(V) and a constant function 7 such that 
X = Xf + Xf + y and we denote by 入 ~ 入七 then by the product formula 
we have

Aa(P) = h；(P) + constant.

(2) Given a Cartier divisor X and a point P E V, there existsf E K(V) 
such that P 牛 supp{X — (/)). Suppose X = (A) be the Cartier divisor 
associated with the Weil function A. Put X1 = A —Ay and define h\(p)= 
hx(P). This shows that h\ is defined up to const이# for all P E V(Pa).

LEMMA 2.3. Let A, A1 be two Weil functions associated with the same 
Cartier divisor on a projective variety V. Then h\ — h\» is bounded.

proof. For all (P,i/) e V(Fa) x M(Ka)

R(P,i/) - V(P,i/)| < 7(1/)

for some positive M^-constant function 7. Thus

1
宙;河仇入一 < £ s(〃).

灰Mk

LEMMA 2.4. Let (i = 1,... ,m) be Weil functions on a projective 
variety V whose Cartier divisors have the form (A^) = V + Xj with 
Xt > 0 for all i and such that the supports of X...・ yXm have no 
points in common. Then the functios defined by

A(P, 〃) = iiif A,(P, u) 
i

for P £ supp(Y) is a Weil function associated with the Cartier divisor 
Y.

proof. See [6].
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THEOREM 2.5. Let D be any Cartier divisor on a projective variety 
V and let A be a Weil function associated with me Cartier divisor on a 
projective variety V. Then h\ — is bounded.

Proof. Let (/o, /i, * - -，/m) be a generators of L(D) and let

be the corresponding morphism of V into Pm. then there exists a 
positive divisors Xt such that (£) = Xt — D. Now

妁(F) = Wo(」P), MP), ...,£&>))

E-两 £ n“su况og|£(」P)|” 
」“UM.

But suplog\fl(<P^\u = —znfi/ o £(F) be the Weil function associated 
with the Cartier divisor Thus hp — h\ is defined.

THEOREM 2,6. Let X be a Weil function whose Cartier divisor is 
positive on a projective variety V. Then there exists a constant K such 
that

Proof, There exists a constant 7 such that

A(F, " > 7(p)for qII(P, z/) 6 V x M.

Thus

収P)= nQ(」P,z/)

E
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3. Neron functions on Projective Curves.

We have shown that on a projective variety, Weil functions associated 
with the same divisor are defined only up to a bounded function. Ob
serve that if </? is a rational function on a variety V, then tp determines 
a Weil function

栃(P) = -log\^P)\v.

If V is complete, then the divisor of a rational function determines the 
function up to nonzero multiplicative constants, so the Weil function 
defined above is determined up to an additive constant. The normal
ization of Weil functions on an abelian variety is as follows:

Let A be an abelian variety defined over K, and let r be the group 
of MK-constant functions. Then to each divisor D on A, there exists a 
Weil function Xq associated with Z), and uniquely determined mod T* 
by the following properties (see [6] and [8]).

(1) The association D A d is a homomorphism mod IL

(2) If D =(夕)is principal, then Ap = ，+ modT.

(3) Let a € A(Fa), and let Ta be the translation by a, and put Da = 
Xj(jD). Then there exists a constant such that

^Da = Ap o T-a + 7«,d.

(4) Let / : 5 —A be a homomorphism of abelian varieties over 1구. then 
we have

Ay* d — Ad o f modi'.

Functions normalized as such are called Neron functions, the Weil 
functions on arbitrary complete non-singular varieties associated with 
divisors axe obtained by pull back from abelian varieties. However, 
the divisors are restricted those which are algebraically equivalent to 
zero. Again such Weil functions are called Neron functions. Having 
normalized the Neron functions up to additive constants, we can get 
rid of these constants if we evaluate these functions by additivity on 
0-cycles of degree zero on an abelian variety or non-singular projective 
variety. We then obtain a biEnear pairing between divisors (Igebraically 
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equivalent to zero on an arbitrary variety ) and 0-cycles of degree zero. 
This pairing is called the Neron Pairing or Neron symbol.

For singular projective curve, we have:

LEMMA 3.1. Let f: C‘ —+ C be the normalization of C, and D be a 
Cartier divisor on C. Then

涉히7(0) = 她(广D)

proof. See [2].

THEOREM 3.2. Let C be a projective curve denned over a Held K 
and S be the set of singular points on C. Let Zq(C)k be the set of zero 
cycles of degree zero on C rational over K whose supports are disjoint 
from S. Then for each D E Z/((7)k,is uniquely determined up to 
constant functions r satisfying

고) The association Z)Ap is a homomorphism mod r
2) J£ D — (/) is principal, then XD = Xf mod V

3) If p : V —^Wbea morphism of projective curves defined over K} 
and let Y € Zq(W) such that 虹、G then

= Ay o mod r

proof. Let / : —> C be the normalization, and let A, Xf be two Weil 
functions corresponding to D. Then Ao / and A7 o/ axe Weil functions 
on Cl associated with the Cartier divisor f*D G Z°(C) Since C1 is 
nonsingular and f*D is algebraically equivalent to zero, we have

X o f = X1 o f mod r

For Q C G let Pi,…，R be distinct points in 厂'(Q), then

MQ) =人。J「(R) = ... =人。/(R)

and
人'。/(3) = ・・・ = Xof(R)

모herefor毎 A = A7 mod「
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let C be a projective curve defined over K such 
that C(K) is zariski dense in C. Let a € Z/(C), " G %(C) be two 
zero cycles with disjoint supports. Then there exists unique pairing 
< >p satisfying the following properties.

(1) The pairing is bilinear.

(2) Ha = (J) is principal, then V % g >"= v o /(/?).

(3) Tip G then V >=V .

(4) The function x iV a,(x) — (a；o) >v from C(K} — supp(a) to R is 
continuous and locally bounded.

4・ Neron Functions on Riemann Surfaces.

In this chapter we give some explicit formulas for Neron functions 
on a compact Riemann surface. These are with respect to a canonical 
volume form.

Let X be a complete nonsingular curve over the complex numbers 
C, so a compact Riemann surface. Let Z be a metrized line sheaf with 
c°° metric p represented by the family {(〔农饥》代)}・ Note that {饥打V
is the usual Cech 1-cocycle associated with the line sheaf, and for each 
i a function

pi • Ut —> i?>o

satisfies

Pt = on U^Uj.

We define the Chern form of the metric to be

c\rhd) = ddclogpt on U*.

The Chern class ci(L) is defined to be the class of ci(p) in 瓦矽・

A form of type (1.1) is expressed locally at every pint in terms of a 
coordinate z as

/(z,乏)、/二idz A dz
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with f smooth. If f is real positive, then we say that the form is 
positive. By a volume form we mean a (1,1)-form which is everywhere 
positive. If 9 is a real (l?l)-form, we say that 甲 is normalized if

［우 = ' 
Jx

A metric p is called positive if the associated Chern form ci(p) is posi
tive.

DEFINITION. Let D be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface X. 
By a Greenes function for D with respect to ip we mean a function

gD： X — supp(D) —> R

satisfying the following conditions:

GFL If D is represented by (U?f) on an open set U? then there exists a c°° 
function a on U such that for all P supp(D), we have

"(尸)=-奶廿(P)|2 + C侦).

GF2. ddFgD = (degD)(p.

GF3. Jx 9d 甲=0

We will see a Green's function exists with respect any smooth normal
ized (l,l)-real form on a compact Riemann surface X and as a function 
on X x X outside the diagonal, the Green's function i웜 smooth.

One can define a Hilbert space structure on the space of differentials 
of first kind, denote dfk, by the hermitian product

I。扌' Jx"抑=< 9,少〉.

Let be an orthonormal basis for dfk. Then

S A <P1 + • • • + 9g A <為)
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is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis, and will be called the 
canonical 2 form or volume form on X. By definition of an orthonormal 
basis, we have

卩=L 
Jx

Let △ be the diagonal on X x X, which is a divisor on X x X、and 
let Pi, J2 be the projections on the first and second factor of X X X 
respectively. Let

A=Pg + P扑 一 든 方(PM A P邳 J + P抑 3 A P抑)

Then 垂 is the Chern form of some metric on OxxX。).

THEOREM 4.1. Let p be a metric on Oxxx(A) such that ci(p) = 
Let s be a holomorphic section of OxxX(A) such that (s) = A, and 
let

9 =

After adding a constant to g ( or equvalently changing s by a constant)y 
then ff is the Greenes functionassociated with the form on X.

proof. See[7].

REMARK 4.2. Let X be a nonsingular complete curve over the com
plex numbers. Let be the Green's function associated with a divisor 
D. Then for the ordinary absolute value v ? the function

A

is a Weil function associated with D.
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